
CHAPTER THREE : RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 
 
We will measure and evaluate IOS activities from the following four perspectives: 
business performance, business suppliers, internal Business Process, and IT 
Infrastructure (Figure 3-1). We will describe every perspective and specify the related 
activities below. 
 

3.1. Proposed IOS Evaluation Framework 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Proposed IOS Evaluation Framework 

 
The proposed four perspectives are arranged in order: from down to up; and they 

influence each other. Furthermore, there exist cause-and-effect relationships. If an 
enterprise has a perfect IOS investment and supportive IT infrastructure, it will be 
easy to make both internal and external business processes conducted more smoothly. 
If the internal business process is smooth, enterprises can control the situation of 
interior every time, and then give the newest and the most correct information to 
suppliers immediately. The communication between the enterprise and suppliers will 
be better, faster and more convenient. While the three parts of enterprises (IOS 
infrastructure, internal business and business suppliers) operate in coordination, the 
entire business performance will be much improved, for example, decreasing 
communication and stock cost and earning more benefits. We introduce each 
perspective as follows. 
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IT Infrastructure Perspective is about the basic hardware and software facilities 
that support IOS development. The focus topic is “What technology and business 
opportunities/challenge are emerging for developing IOS?” Enterprises put much 
money into planning, choosing, and building IT infrastructures. We attempt to 
measure those costs, which mostly occur in enterprise IT department. 
 Internal Business Process Perspective is about the flow path of departments 
upon which the IOS operate. Each department has different procedures to accomplish 
its daily job. The focus topic is “Are our IOS accomplishing these requests 
efficiently?” In order to measure the efficiency, we trace the organizational expenses 
to the activities and processes of non-IT departments and compare the expense change 
before and after IOS usage. Time, man power, and quality are the three parameters to 
define the expense.   

Business Supplier Perspective is about the IOS-enabled collaboration between 
enterprises and suppliers. In Chapter two, we have mentioned that IOS are operated 
between buyers and sellers. As a result, IOS performance is dependent not only on the 
improvement of internal operations, but also on the efficiency of interaction of both 
sides. For example, after an OEM (buyer) gives the order for goods to suppliers, 
suppliers need to confirm the order, check the inventory and prepare to transit the 
goods. It’s important for enterprises to ensure the current IOS can accelerate the speed 
of foregoing activities, match the needs of suppliers, and enhance the collaboration 
with suppliers. For this reason, the focus topic of this perspective is “Are our IOS 
satisfying suppliers’ needs?”  
 Business Performance Perspective is to evaluate the overall financial outcome of 
IOS. The focus topic is “What financial advantage is brought by IOS?” That is, do we 
increase the revenue from IT-related products and services after using IOS? Return on 
Investment (ROI) is calculated to measure this perspective. 
 These four perspectives are the foundation of our IOS evaluation. In the 
following section, we will introduce the parameters involved in each perspective and 
their operationalization. 
 

3.2. Parameters 

 The balanced scorecard approach emphasizes that performance measures of each 
perspective are derived from a top-down process driven by the corporate mission and 
strategies; our proposed evaluation will then translate their mission and strategies into 
tangible objectives and measures (Kaplan and Norton 1995). Followed by this 
procedure, we need to define the major objectives for each perspective and link them 
to operationalizable parameters. 
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IT Infrastructure Perspective 
 In IT infrastructure perspective, there are three stages when enterprises decide to 
build a new IOS (Martinsons et al. 1998): IT planning, IT development and IT 
Operation (Figure 3-1).  
 

 
Figure 3-2 IT Infrastructure Perspective 

 
 In the stage of IT planning, firms need to consider how many resources devoted 
to planning an IOS, like planning cost at the beginning. In the IT development stage, 
how many resources and employees devoted to applications development is the 
central question. We distinguish two development costs: (1) manpower of IT 
development; and (2) education and training cost for employees. The last stage is IT 
Operation, which is interested in how many resources devoted to execute and 
popularize all IT system, for instance, ongoing system support and maintenance 
expense cost, update cost and cost of connecting other suppliers.  
 Therefore, the total cost of IT infrastructure equals the sum of IT planning cost, 
IT development cost and IT operation cost (Table3-1).  
 

Table 3-1 Equations of IT Infrastructure Perspective 
IT Infrastructure Perspective 

IT Planning 
 Planning Cost  

= Time (to planning) * Employee (to planning) * Salary (each employee) 
IT Development 

 Development Cost  
= Time (to develop) * Employee (to develop) * Salary (each employee) 

 Education and training cost 
= Time (to train) * Employee (to train) * Salary (each employee) 

IT Operation 
 Ongoing system support and maintenance 
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   = Time (to maintain) * Employee (to maintain) * Salary (each employee) 
   PS. Time = Maintain system and handle end-user problem 

 Costs for enhancing and update software 
   = Time (to enhance/update) * Employee (to enhance/update) * Salary (each    
     employee) 

 Cost of connecting with suppliers 
   = Time (to connection) * Employee (to connection) * Salary (each employee) 

 
Internal Business Process Perspective and Business Supplier Perspective 
 To capture the value from both perspectives, we first identify the activities or 
processes between these two perspectives and then define the performance of each 
activity or process before and after IOS implementation. We will describe the 
methodology in a detail in the following example. 
 

Procurement Order

Internal Business Process Perspective

Business Supplier Perspective

Order Service

Give Procurement Order 
to Supplier

Confirm Procurement Order
of Enterprise

 

Figure 3-3 Internal Business Process Perspective and Business Supplier Perspective 

 
Figure 3-2 shows a typical ordering process. When enterprises decide to buy 

materials from suppliers, two processes are involved. One is “Procurement Order 
(PO)” in the internal business process perspective (enterprise side) and the other is 
“Order Service” in the business supplier perspective (supplier side). The process 
“procurement order” fills out POs and sends them to suppliers. After suppliers receive 
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POs, the process “Order Service” will send a message to enterprise to confirm POs. 
Through these mutual processes, both sides can accomplish the activity of 
procurement. 
 Before using IOS, enterprises need to fill out POs manually and use traditional 
communication tools such as telephone or fax to send POs to suppliers, who then 
confirm these POs one by one. The process is time consuming and easy to have errors. 
However, after automating the processes by IOS, errors and lead time are much 
reduced, which in turn increasing forecast accuracy and decreasing the inventory.  
 Therefore, from the internal business perspective, the benefits can be measured 
by the following: (1) error reduction, (2) order-handling cost-saving, and (3) 
inventory cost savings. Among these cost-savings, error reduction includes 
cost-saving of procurement manpower and communication cost-saving of 
procurement. The equations are listed below.  

 
Error reduction 
= Cost-saving of procurement manpower (NT. per month) + Communication 
cost-saving of procurement (NT. per month) 
 
Order-handling cost-savings 
= Cost-saving of order-handling (NT. per month) * 12 (month) 
 
Inventory cost savings 
= Cost-saving of inventory (NT. Per month) * 12 (month) 

 
 In business supplier perspective, after receiving orders from enterprise, suppliers 
need to confirm the orders as soon as possible. Before IOS, suppliers respond to 
enterprise by fax, telephone, or email, but IOS can speed up the process to seconds. 
The communication cost is therefore much reduced. We can measure the benefits by 
the following equation: 
 
 Supplier communication cost savings  
 = Communication expense savings 
 = (Cost savings of PO confirmation + Cost savings of PO arrival confirmation + 

Cost savings of returned purchase confirmation) * 12 (month) 
  
 Table 3-2 summarizes the benefits of both perspectives. 
 

Table 3-2 Benefits from Procurement Automation  
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(Internal Business Process Perspective and Business Supplier Perspective) 
Procurement Automation 

(Internal Business Process Perspective and Business Supplier Perspective) 
Cost Savings in Internal Business Process Perspective 

 Error Reduction 
   = Time (to correct error) * Employee (to correct error) * Salary (each employee) 

 Order-handling cost-savings 
= Cost-saving of order-handling (NT. per month) * 12 (month) 

 Inventory Cost Savings  
= Cost-saving of inventory (NT. Per month) * 12 (month) 

Cost Savings in Business Supplier Perspective 
 Supplier communication cost savings  

 = Communication expense savings 
 = (Cost savings of PO confirmation+ Cost savings of PO arrival confirmation + 
Cost savings of returned purchase confirmation) * 12 (month) 

 
Business Performance Perspective 
 The needed IT facility investment represents the cost of capital. The improved 
business processes and enhanced supplier relationships are drivers of revenue growth. 
Therefore, we can improve business performance if we invest the IOS project only 
when the returns exceed the cost of capital. The calculation is as follows,  
 

Return on Investment = (Net savings from internal business process perspectives 
+ Net savings from business supplier perspectives) / cost of capital in IT infrastructure 
perspective.  
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